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Abstract As information processing applications take greater roles in our everyday
life, database management systems (DBMSs) are growing in importance. DBMSs have
traditionally exhibited poor cache performance and large memory footprints, therefore performing only at a fraction of their ideal execution and exhibiting low processor
utilization. Previous research has studied the memory system of DBMSs on researchbased simultaneous multithreading (SMT) processors. Recently, several differences
have been noted between the real hyper-threaded architecture implemented by the Intel
Pentium 4 and the earlier SMT research architectures. This paper characterizes the
performance of a prototype open-source DBMS running TPC-equivalent benchmark
queries on an Intel Pentium 4 Hyper-Threading processor. We use hardware counters
provided by the Pentium 4 to evaluate the micro-architecture and study the memory
system behavior of each query running on the DBMS. Our results show a performance
improvement of up to 1.16 in TPC-C-equivalent and 1.26 in TPC-H-equivalent queries
due to hyperthreading.
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1 Introduction
Information Management Systems are gaining importance as various types of data
acquisition and information processing applications play larger roles in our everyday
life. A database management system (DBMS) is a typical information management
system that continuously evolves to meet the new application demands and hardware
capabilities. Therefore, re-evaluating the DBMS’s performance is significant to both
the computer architecture and database communities. Previous studies have shown
that DBMS exhibits high cache miss rates and low CPU utilization [1]. Simultaneous
Multithreading (SMT) [2] is a form of hardware multithreading, where a single physical multithreaded processor can execute multiple threads concurrently. The resources
of a multithreaded processor are either shared among the threads, duplicated for each
thread, or partitioned between the two threads compared to a non-multithreaded processor. Recently, SMT microprocessors have appeared in commercial machines (e.g.,
the IBM Power 5, the Intel Xeon, and the Intel Pentium 4 Hyper-threading
processor, a dual thread general purpose SMT processor). This has allowed SMT
research to move from simulation-based studies to real hardware studies. Furthermore, the availability of real SMT processors allows for validating previous simulation
results against new experimental results on real hardware. At the data management
side, recent studies in hardware-aware data management focus on specific data operations such as sorting [3], data mining algorithms [4], and query pipelines [5]. These
studies provide interesting technologies to improve various data management components by utilizing new hardware features. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no characterization study exists of a complete DBMS system using SMT processors.
Such study is inevitable to realistically evaluate a sophisticated and an integral system
as DBMS.
In conventional DBMSs the implementation support of database workloads (e.g.,
concurrent database transactions) is inherently multithreaded. In this implementation
a thread is created for each client’s transaction.1 The intuition is to improve performance by utilizing the underlying thread mechanism provided by the operating system.
This is further improved by using symmetric multi-processors (SMP) architectures.
SMP provides a means to scale up DBMS to support an increased number of concurrent transactions. Alternatively, SMT architectures introduce a novel opportunity
to achieve scalability by sharing resources (e.g., a CPU-pipeline and Caches). Either
used with or without SMP, SMT is expected to improve performance for applications
that inherently support sharing techniques. DBMS currently supports several forms
of sharing; for example, sharing index structures such as B+-trees among concurrent
user accesses [6]. However, sharing in conventional DBMSs focuses largely on the
main-memory system. Moreover, exploiting hardware sharing, which is now provided
by SMT architectures, using software sharing approaches is not adequately studied in
the literature. An essential approach of this study is to first characterize the performance of database concurrent workloads such as TPC-C [http://www.tpc.org/tpcc/]
and TPC-H [http://www.tpc.org/tpch/] on a real SMT processor.
1 Parallel databases provide intra-transaction forms of parallelism, which are beyond the scope of this
paper.
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This paper focuses on studying the performance of an open source DBMS using
TPC-C-equivalent and TPC-H-equivalent benchmarks on the Intel Pentium 4 Hyperthreading processor. We analyze and compare the performance of a TPC-C microbenchmark, namely uTPC-C [7], and a TPC-H micro-benchmark, namely uTPC-H
[7] on the PostgreSQL DBMS [8]. We compare the effects of hyperthreading on the
DBMS performance by switching the hyper-threading feature of the processor on and
off through the BIOS. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
related work. Section 3 describes the experimental methodology. In Sect. 4 we present the uTPC-C experimental results. In Sect. 5 we present the uTPC-H experimental
results. Finally, conclusions are provided in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work
This section presents an overview of several related work on workload characterization of DBMSs, as well as characterization studies of the Pentium 4 processor and the
SMT architecture using various applications.
The behavior of Oracle DBMS using OLTP and DSS has been studied by Lo et al.
[9] on a simulated SMT processor. They conclude that severe cache conflicts occur
using conventional virtual memory management and propose a new page placement
policy. Further research [1,9,10] shows that 50–80% of the execution time in database
workloads is wasted waiting for instructions and data. Several papers have characterized DBMS on SMP architectures such as the Pentium pro SMP systems [1,11]. In
contrast, this paper addresses the performance of DBMS on a real SMT architecture.
Unfortunately, the study of a data management system is hindered by several factors. First, TPC benchmarks for most state-of-the-art database systems are not readily
available for researchers. Second, OLTP and DSS workloads are difficult to configure
requiring fine tuning of configuration parameters. Third, most TPC workloads used
in architecture simulation studies are scaled down versions of TPC-C and TPC-H that
fit the working set in memory to eliminate disk I/Os. These factors have led to several
studies proposing TPC equivalent benchmarks. Keeton and Patterson [12] propose
a technique for evaluating database workloads “micro-benchmark”. Recent research
[7] proposes micro-benchmarks for TPC-C (uTPC-C) and TPC-H (uTPC-H). Shao
et al. [7] compare the uTPC-C and uTPC-H performance characteristics to a full scale
TPC-C and TPC-H from IBM, respectively and verify that the performance characteristics of the uTPC-C and the TPC-C are equivalent as well as the uTPC-H and
TPC-H. This study uses the Pentium III and Pentium 4 machines while varying the
selectivity (filtering capability) of the database queries. The authors conclude that at a
0.1% selectivity uTPC-C gives the most representative performance when compared
to full scale TPC-C. uTPC-H is composed of two benchmark queries uSS and uNJ
with 10% and 20% selectivity, respectively as the most representative performance.
Hankins et al. [13] study the scaling of database OLTP workloads while varying the
number of processors in an SMP, and the number of clients and warehouses of the
OLTP benchmark. The study shows that on small scale multiprocessors the L3 cache
misses represent the largest impediment to performance. Due to the unavailability of
reliable TPC-C and TPC-H benchmarks for the PostgreSQL database, and to allow
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for detailed analysis by reducing the TPC-C and TPC-H complexity, we have chosen
to use the uTPC-C with 0.1% selectivity and uTPC-H (uSS with 10% selectivity and
uNJ with 20% selectivity) for our workload characterization.
Although several characterization studies have been done on the Pentium 4 processor [14–17], none of them has addressed DBMSs. Tuch et al. [17] measure the
performance of SPEC2000 on the Intel Pentium 4 processor. Their results show a
speedup of 1.2 on the multi-programmed SPEC2000 and a speedup of 1.24 on a
parallel workload. A related work [15] confirms the SPEC2000 results [17] and compares SMT to SMP SPEC2000 performance, showing a better throughput for SMP
as expected. Wei Haung et al. [16] characterize the performance of Java applications
on Intel Pentium 4 hyper-threading processors. Blackburn study the performance of
garbage collection on multithreading by using some of the Pentium 4 performance
counters [14].
Other characterization studies include; Chen et al. [18] evaluate the performance of
multi-media applications on SMT processors and compare SMT versus SMP systems.
The impact of SMT on network servers using the Intel Xeon processor [19] shows
that enabling SMT produces only slight performance gains and can sometimes lead
to performance loss. A characterization of SMT in the IBM Power 5 machine [20]
shows that the biggest single factor affecting SMT gain is the effect of load and store
activities. Workloads with high load latencies tend to have low SMT gain. To the best
of our knowledge no previous work has characterized a benchmark database workload
on a real Hyper-threaded Pentium 4 processor.

3 Experimental Methodology
3.1 Experimental Platform
All experiments are run on a single 3.4 GHz Pentium 4 Hyper-threading processor
with a 2 MB on chip L2 cache, and a 1 GB 533 MHz DDR2 SDRAM memory. The
operating system used is the Scientific Linux version 4.1 (Based on Redhat Linux
Enterprise version 4.0) and running the Linux 2.6.14 kernel. The Pentium 4 uses a
12 K micro-operation (uops) L1 instruction trace cache, and a 64 KB L1 data cache.
The machine has an 800 MHz front side bus and a 160 GB SATA, 7200 RPM hard disk
drive.
The Pentium 4 Hyper-threading processor is a deeply pipelined out-of-order processor capable of running two threads concurrently. The L1 instruction trace cache (TC)
is an 8-way set associative cache, with a least recently used (LRU) replacement policy,
and a 6 micro-operations (uops) line size. The L1 TC is shared among the two threads,
and is accessed in an alternating fashion (round-robin). The instruction decoder is also
shared and accessed in a similar manner. Per cycle, 3 uops can be fetched from the
trace cache, 6 uops can be executed, and 3 uops can be retired. The pipeline is 20 stages
deep. The re-order buffer (ROB) and the load and store buffer are statically divided in
half between the two threads. This allows program order to be tracked separately per
thread. However, it reduces the single thread performance. The branch history buffer
is duplicated, while the global history array is shared. The branch predictor has a
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misprediction penalty of 20 cycles. The ITLB is duplicated while the DTLB is shared.
The two threads share most of the other resources including the caches, the execution units, and the buses. Hyperthreading is turned on/off through the system BIOS.
Turning hyperthreading off allows the single thread to use all processor resources that
would otherwise be available to the two Hyper-threaded threads. Using the LMbench
tool [21], we measure the memory hierarchy latencies to be 1.18 ns, 8.26 ns, 137.9 ns
for L1 cache, L2 cache, and memory latencies, respectively.

3.2 Benchmarks
All experiments are run on the PostgreSQL open-source DBMS version 8.1.3 and using
the uTPC-C (OLTP) Benchmark [7] and the uTPC-H (DSS) Benchmark [7]. Specifically, we use PostgreSQL for the following two main reasons: First, PostgreSQL
includes optimized implementations of various data management functionalities such
as query processor, index manager, buffer manager, and storage manager. Furthermore,
PostgreSQL SQL (Structured Query Language) implementation strongly conforms to
the ANSI-SQL 92/99 standards, which is the latest SQL standard that is currently
implemented in industrial-strength DBMSs. Second, being an open-source system
facilitates problem tracking, identification, and resolution at both the architecture and
data management sides, and therefore opens opportunities for future research.
We use a TPC-C equivalent workload (uTPC-C) as presented by Shao et al. [7]. The
SQL representation of the query is shown in Fig. 1a. This query takes a file as an input
and produces a file as an output. The input file is T1 that stores one million records.
Each record in T1 consists of multiple fields such as a1, a2, a3, etc. The output file
from the query is RESULT. The query includes a database selection operation that
filters the scanned records from T1 and returns only records that satisfy the predicate
(WHERE Lo<a2<Hi). The percentage of output records to input records is referred
to as the selectivity of the predicate. This query uses a 0.1% selectivity, which gives
the highest accuracy by Shao et al. [7]. Before storing the output, the query calculates
the average of the a3 field across all records that satisfy the predicate condition. This
final average is stored in the output file RESULT.
Figure 1a gives the SQL query and Fig. 1b gives its physical implementation. The
physical implementation of this query by DBMS is a pipeline of physical operations.
For example, one physical implementation of the benchmark query is as a pipeline
of a SCAN operation (to scan T1), a selection operation (to apply the predicate and
produce qualifying records), an aggregate operation (to calculate average over qualified records), and a final write operation to the output file (that writes the average to
RESULT). In most DBMS a data structure is used to speed up scanning and selecting
from a file. This data structure is referred to as INDEX and is used by PostgreSQL
to access T1. Therefore, the physical implementation of the query by PostgreSQL
includes the following operations: (1) an operator (BITMAP INDEX SCAN), Op1, that
scans the INDEX to find records in T1 that satisfy the predicate and return references
(i.e., pointers) of these records. (2) An operator (BITMAP HEAP SCAN), Op2, that
accepts as input the references from Op1 and retrieves the referenced records. (3)
An operator (AGGREGATE), Op3, that accepts as input the referenced records and
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Fig. 1 (a) uTPC-C SQL query.
(b) uTPC-C query
implementation
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(a)

(b)
SELECT

AGGREGATE

INSERT INTO Result
SELECT AVG(a3)
FROM T1
WHERE lo < a2 < hi

BITMAP HEAP SCAN

BITMAP INDEX SCAN

Lock/Storage Managers

1M Records

Index

calculates the average over a2. (4) Finally, an operator (SELECT), Op4, that stores
the final average in RESULT. The lock/storage managers in Fig. 1b manage the communication among the physical query operations and the stored files and indexes.
For example, the lock/storage managers provide locks over input files during query
execution to prevent other users from updating the files.
Although widely-adopted in benchmarking online transaction processing (OLTP)
applications, the TPC-C benchmark represents a workload with limited data access.
To explore workloads with complex data access patterns, we use concurrent queries
from decision support systems (DSS). TPC-H is a typical benchmark of DSS and
we use TPC-H equivalent workloads queries (uTPC-H) as presented by Shao et al.
[7]. uTPC-H contains two query workloads, uSS and uNJ. Figure 2 gives the SQL
representations and the physical execution plans of uSS and uNJ, respectively.
The uSS query produces a set (i.e., no duplicates) of records that satisfy a filtering
condition. uSS includes FILE SCAN, SORT, and DUPLICATE-ELIMINATION operations. The FILE SCAN operation scans a file of size 1 million records and selects only
tuples with a2 between 9,999 and 12,000 (these values are chosen to achieve 10% selectivity and to maintain the TPC-H equivalence [7]. The SORT operation is required to
speed-up the parent operation in the execution pipeline (i.e., the DUPLICATE-ELIMINATION operation). The DUPLICATE-ELIMINATION operation guarantees that the
output records are not repeated in the final result. Since no indexes are used for uSS,
the expectation is that the FILE SCAN operation, which sequentially scans one million
records, will experience the longest delay. The DUPLICATE-ELIMINATION operation will block waiting for the SORT operation to finish sorting 10% of the records
or 100,000 records. Next, the DUPLICATE-ELIMINATION operation will scan the
sorted records and will release a record, say r, if r is firstly scanned.
The uNJ query correlates two tables (i.e., T1 and T2) to find records that satisfy both
of the following conditions: (1) a record from T1 must have a value of the field a1 that
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(b) INSERT INTO Result

(a) INSERT INTO Result
SELECT avg (T1.a3)
FROM T1, T2
WHERE T1.a1=T2.a1 AND Lo < T1.a2 < Hi
AGGREGATE

DUPLICATE-ELIMINATION

NESTED JOIN

FILE SCAN

SORT

INDEX SCAN

Lock/Storage Managers

T1: 1M Records

Index

SELECT distinct (a3)
FROM T1
WHERE Lo < a2 < Hi
ORDER BY a3

T2: 1M Records

FILE SCAN

Lock/Storage Managers

1M Records

Fig. 2 (a) uSS SQL query and its implementation. (b) uNJ SQL query and its implementation

is similar to the value of the field a1 in a record from T2; (2) a record from T1 must satisfy a selection condition. Next, uNJ calculates the average over the correlated-records.
The execution plan of uNJ includes the following operations: a FILE SCAN operation
over T1, an INDEX SCAN operation over T2, a NESTED JOIN operation, and finally
an AVERAGE operation. FILE SCAN and INDEX SCAN are similar to the corresponding operations in uSS and µTPC-C, respectively. The NESTED JOIN operation scans,
for every output record from the FILE SCAN operation, all records produced by the
INDEX SCAN operation, which have similar values. Finally, the AVERAGE operation
will calculate the average over all output records from the NESTED JOIN operation.
In the experiments we vary the concurrency of workload queries between 1 and 10
in intervals of 2. As pointed out in previous research [5,22], modern DBMSs manage
to hide I/O latency by various approaches such as partitioning data on multiple disks
and perfecting records in memory-space. In our experiments we use a warm-up query
to hide disk I/O latency. Therefore, our reported results represent only the CPU and
memory overhead.
3.3 Tools for Performance Measurements
The Pentium 4 is equipped with 18 performance counters that allow us to monitor
48 events at the architecture level. These events include cache misses, TLB misses,
branch mispredictions, etc. We use the Intel Vtune performance analyzer for Linux
[23] to take our measurements unless otherwise noted. We use the Event-Based Sampling feature of the Vtune performance analyzer to collect our data. We use the system
BIOS to turn hyperthreading on and off.
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4 uTPC-C Results
This section examines the effects of hyperthreading on the performance of the uTPC-C
database benchmark running on the PostgreSQL database. The Linux operating system
considers a hyper-threaded machine with hyperthreading turned on as a two processor
machine. Therefore, a single hyperthreaded (dual threads) SMT physical processor is
considered by the Linux operating system as two logical processors (P0 and P1). In
a hyperthreaded-off machine the physical processor is seen as only a single logical
processor.
PostgreSQL generates a new postgres process for each query run. This postgres
process contains several modules, including the postgres module, as well as other
operating system modules such as vmlinux, etc. To measure the effects of the benchmark query apart from other factors in the operating system, the results presented in
this paper are of the postgres module within the postgres process.
We achieve concurrent execution by running several versions of the uTPC-C benchmark query in parallel and thus representing several clients connecting to PostgreSQL.
PostgreSQL generates a thread for each client.
To increase our accuracy and reduce variations per run we use 100 uTPC-C query
runs and take the average for each measurement. The GNU time command in addition
to Vtune is used to measure the time of each run. Vtune results are obtained by running the 100 uTPC-C query five times, eliminating the outliers and taking the average.
The details of the operators used in the query and their timing is obtained using the
EXPLAIN ANALYZE command of PostgreSQL.
The uTPC-C benchmark query exhibits a CPI (cycles per instruction) of 1.81 and
a non-halted CPI of 1.54. The Pentium 4 decodes each instruction into several microoperations (uops). The ratio of uops to instructions in the uTPC-C benchmark is 1.6
uops/instruction. Table 1 gives the instruction mix of the uTPC-C benchmark. Memory
instructions constitute 57% of all instructions.

4.1 Speedup
Figure 3a gives the actual run time of the benchmark queries at various concurrency
levels. The run time is measured using the GNU time command. For each measurement we run a 100 uTPC-C query ten times and take the average. We compare the run
time when hyperthreading is turned on (HT) versus turned off (O). Our results show
a performance improvement due to hyperthreading up to 1.16. We increase concurrency by running more threads (where the number 10 refers to 10 threads in parallel).
Table 1 uTPC-C instruction
mix

uTPC-C instruction mix

Percentage (%)

Load instructions
Store instructions
Branch instructions
Other instructions

36
21
18
25
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(a)

(b)

Performance
O

HT

O

HT-P0

1

2

HT-P1

3.0E+09

1.15
Speedup

Instructions

3.5E+09

1.2

2.5E+09

1.1

2.0E+09
1.05

1.5E+09

1

1.0E+09

0.95

5.0E+08

0.9
1

2

4
6
Concurrency

8

10

0.0E+00

6
4
Concurrency

8

10

Fig. 3 (a) Speedup due to hyprethreading (O = HT-off, HT = HT-on). (b) Instruction distribution between
the two threads in hyprethreading (O = HT-off, HT-P0 = HT-on logical processor 0, HT-P1 = HT-on logical
processor 1)

Although, for HT, a slight performance improvement is seen when running a single
thread (on average) the standard deviation interval of both HT and O overlaps for a
single thread. Thus indicating that either a slight improvement or a slight slow down
is possible using a single thread. As we increase the concurrency, HT achieves a clear
performance improvement over O.
4.2 Instruction Distribution
Figure 3b gives the instruction distribution per logical processor. The total number of
instructions of O vs. HT is approximately the same, with a slight increase in the number of retired instructions in some of the HT cases with a maximum of 2%. Our results
show that in HT the instructions are divided between the two threads almost equally
(with the exception of concurrency 2), with an increase in the number of instructions
given to P0 in all cases.
4.3 Cache Behavior
In SMT architectures the cache hierarchy is shared among all the thread contexts. This
is also the case in the Intel Pentium 4 hyper-threaded architecture, where both threads
share the L1 instruction trace cache, the L1 data cache, and the unified L2 cache.
This sharing can be either beneficial, if for example one thread prefetches data for
the other, or detrimental, if one thread conflicts with the other causing a large number
of cache misses. Lo et al. [9] show that SMT introduces severe cache conflicts for
On-line transaction processing (OLTP) database queries using conventional virtual
memory management. Both beneficial and detrimental patterns have been reported on
the Intel Pentium 4 hyper-threaded processor L1 and L2 caches for Java Applications
[16]. Beneficial patterns for L2 cache and detrimental patterns for L1 cache in network
servers [19] have been reported on the Intel Xeon hyper-threaded processor. Figure 4a
gives the L1 data cache miss rate for load instructions. We compare the miss rates with
hyperthreading turned on versus off. We can see that we exhibit a detrimental effect
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Fig. 4 (a) L1 load data cache miss rate (O = HT-off, HT = HT-on). (b) L2 cache load miss rate (O = HT-off,
HT = HT-on)
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ITLB Miss Rate
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4
6
Concurrency

8
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Fig. 5 (a) L1 instruction trace cache miss rate (O = HT-off, HT = HT-on). (b) ITLB miss rates (O = HT-off,
HT = HT-on)

at the L1 data cache level. This result is similar to those seen on network servers on
the Xeon processor [19]. The increase in the L1 data cache load miss rate ranges from
3.5% to 5.4% (excluding the single thread case).
Figure 4b gives the L2 load cache miss rates. Our results show that hyperthreading reduces the L2$ load data miss rates significantly, sometimes up to 66%. This
indicates that sharing data occurs at the L2$ level. Moreover, the L2$ read miss rates
(instruction and data) are also reduced sometimes by over 67%. This is potentially
due to our large L2 cache (2MB) that could reduce potential conflicts among
threads. This reduction in the L2 $ miss rates is the major contributor of the hyperthreading speedup. Figure 5a gives the L1 instruction trace cache miss rates. The Intel
Pentium 4 processor has a 12Kuops instruction trace cache. Our results show that turning hyperthreading on increases the instruction trace cache miss rates. Although the
absolute values of the trace cache misses are small, this result conflicts with previous
database studies [9] showing a reduction in the instruction cache miss rates by up to
35% due to SMT sharing. The difference in results is due to the differences in the
SMT architectures, while previous studies [9] use an SMT simulator with 8 contexts
and no trace cache, we use a real 2 context hyper-threaded architecture with a trace
cache as the L1 instruction cache.
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Fig. 6 (a) DTLB miss rates (O = HT-off, HT = HT-on). (b) Branch misprediction rates (O = HT-off,
HT = HT-on)

4.4 TLB Misses
The Data TLB (DTLB) is used to translate the data logical addresses into physical
addresses. The DTLB is shared between the two threads in the Intel Pentium 4. The
Instruction TLB (ITLB) is accessed on an instruction trace cache miss so as to translate the instruction logical addresses into physical addresses to access the L2 cache.
Figures 5b and 6a give the ITLB miss rates and the DTLB miss rates, respectively.
Our results show that hyperthreading increases the DTLB miss rates, while it reduces
ITLB miss rates. This is because the DTLB is shared among threads while the ITLB
is duplicated and therefore reduces conflicts.

4.5 Branch Mispredictions
Figure 6b gives the branch misprediction rates. Our results show a slight increase in the
branch misprediction rates due to hyperthreading (0.34% maximum). In the Pentium
4 hyper-threaded architecture the branch history buffer is duplicated, while the global
history array is shared. A mispredicted branch has a 20 cycle penalty.

4.6 Performance Impact
To further understand the importance of the different processor parts on the performance of uTPC-C, we plot the non-overlapped CPI stall component in Fig. 7a. This
stall component represents the non-overlapped stall cycles per instruction and does not
take into account cycle overlapping during execution, which can affect the measured
performance. Each stall component is computed by multiplying the cycles per miss
by the miss per instruction. Our results show that the major stall cycle components
are those of the L2 cache misses followed by the L1 data cache. ITLB has almost no
effect while DTLB, L1 instruction trace cache, and branch mispredictions have small
effects. Using HT reduces the L2 cache stall component which is the major cause of
the speedup.
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Fig. 7 (a) Non-overlapped CPI stall component (O = HT-off, H0 = HT-P0, H1 = HT-P1). (b) Execution
time of the seven most time consuming functions in uTPC-C (O-10 = HT-off 10-threads, HT-10 = HT-on 10
threads)

4.7 Function Analysis
To further understand the functions responsible for the performance of uTPC-C, Fig. 7b
gives the execution time distribution of the seven most time consuming functions which
are:
– hash_search: Hash tables are widely used by DBMS’s functions. This function is
a hash search.
– heap_release_fetch: This function retrieves records from the storage memory
buffer.
– LWLockAcquire: To read a memory entry, DBMS must get a shared lock first,
which is obtained by this function.
– tbm_iterate and tbm_comparator: handle bitmap heap and indexes.
– HeapTupleSatisfiesSnapshot: used in logging and recovery.
– PinBuffer: fixes a buffer in memory to avoid replacement by the buffer manager.
Our results show that the performance of several functions is improved due to
hyperthreading including the heap_release_fetch and the LWLockAcquire functions.
The heap_release_fetch function is the most critical function for L2 cache misses
contributing 72% of all the L2 cache misses. The performance improvement of this
function is primarily due to the improvement of its L2 cache misses, which are reduced
by 28% due to hyperthreading in a 10 thread concurrency. Although these functions are
linked to a specific DBMS implementation (i.e., PotgreSQL), the high level functionalities of these functions are the same in major industrial strength DBMSs. Therefore,
the insights obtained from the performance of these functions during HT and O are of
significant importance to DBMS performance characterization.
5 uTPC-H Results
This section examines the effects of hyperthreading on the performance of the uTPC-H
database benchmark running on the PostgreSQL database. The uTPC-H benchmark
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consists of two queries; a sequential scan query with sort (uSS) and a join query (uNJ).
We use the same measurement techniques for uTPC-H as those used in uTPC-C.
The uSS benchmark query exhibits a CPI (cycles per instruction) of 1.55 and a
non-halted CPI of 1.53 while the uNJ benchmark query exhibits a CPI of 2.04 and a
non-halted CPI of 2.0. The ratio of uops to instructions in the uSS benchmark is 1.65
uops/instruction and in the uNJ benchmark is 1.62 uops/instruction. Table 2 gives the
instruction mix of the uTPC-H benchmark. Memory instructions constitute 65% in
uSS and 60% in uNJ of all instructions.

5.1 Speedup
Figure 8 gives the actual run time of the uSS and uNJ benchmark queries at various
concurrency levels. The run time is measured using the GNU time command. For each
measurement we run a uSS or a uNJ query twenty to thirty times depending on the
variability and take the average. We compare the run time when hyperthreading is
turned on (HT) versus turned off (O). Our results show a performance improvement
due to hyperthreading up to 1.10 in uSS and 1.26 in uNJ. We increase concurrency by
running more threads (where the number 10 refers to 10 threads in parallel). For uSS
HT, a slight performance degradation (3%) is seen when running a single thread. As
we increase the concurrency, HT achieves a clear performance improvement over O
in both uSS and uNJ.
Table 2 uTPC-H (uSS and
uNJ) instruction mix

(a)

Instruction type

uSS instruction mix
percentage (%)

uNJ instruction mix
percentage (%)

Load instructions
Store instructions
Branch instructions
Other instructions

40
25
19
16

36
24
18
22

Performance

1.15

O

(b)

HT

O

HT

1.2
Speedup

1.1
Speedup

Performance

1.4

1.05
1

1
0.8
0.6
0.4

0.95

0.2
0

0.9
1

2

4
6
Concurrency

8

10

1

2

uSS

Fig. 8 uTPC-H speedup due to hyprethreading (O = HT-off, HT = HT-on)
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Fig. 9 Instruction distribution between the two threads in hyprethreading (O = HT-off, HT-P0 = HT-on
logical processor 0, HT-P1 = HT-on logical processor 1)
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Fig. 10 L1 load data cache miss rate (O = HT-off, HT = HT-on)

5.2 Instruction Distribution
Figure 9 gives the instruction distribution per logical processor. The total number of
instructions of O vs. HT is approximately the same, with a slight increase in the number of retired instructions in some of the HT cases with a maximum of 2% in uSS and
4% in uNJ. Our results show that in HT the instructions are divided between the two
threads almost equally.
5.3 Cache Behavior
Figure 10 gives the L1 data cache miss rate for load instructions. We compare the miss
rates with hyperthreading turned on versus off. We can see that we exhibit a detrimental effect at the L1 data cache level in both uSS and uNJ. This result is similar to those
of uTPC-C. The increase in the L1 data cache load miss rate ranges from 2.3% to 3%
(excluding the single thread case) in uSS and from 3.2% to 4.5% in uNJ.
Figure 11 gives the L2 load cache miss rates. Our results show that hyperthreading
reduces the L2$ load data miss rates, up to 19% in uSS and up to 42% in uNJ. The
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Fig. 11 L2 cache load miss rate (O = HT-off, HT = HT-on)
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Fig. 12 L1 instruction trace cache miss rate (O = HT-off, HT = HT-on)

larger decrease in L2 $ miss rates by uNJ over uSS explains the better performance
improvement seen in uNJ over uSS. This indicates that sharing data occurs at the L2$
level and agrees with prior uTPC-C data. This reduction in the L2$ miss rates is a major
contributor of the hyper-threading speedup. The increase in the L2$ load data miss
rates in concurrency one of uSS explains the slight performance degradation due to
hyperthreading seen at this concurrency. Figure 12 gives the L1 instruction trace cache
miss rates. Our results show that turning hyperthreading on increases the instruction
trace cache miss rates, which agrees with the results of uTPC-C. The absolute values
of the trace cache misses are small and uSS gives a larger increase in the L1 instruction
trace cache misses compared to uNJ.

5.4 TLB Misses
Figures 13 and 14 give the DTLB miss rates and the ITLB miss rates, respectively.
Our results show that hyperthreading increases the DTLB miss rates in both uSS and
uNJ, while it reduces ITLB miss rates in uSS and increases it in uNJ.
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Fig. 13 DTLB miss rates (O = HT-off, HT = HT-on)
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Fig. 14 ITLB miss rates (O = HT-off, HT = HT-on)
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Fig. 15 Branch misprediction rates (O = HT-off, HT = HT-on)

5.5 Branch Mispredictions
Figure 15 gives the branch misprediction rates. Our results show an increase in the
branch misprediction rates due to hyperthreading in both uSS and uNJ with a maximum increase of 1.3% in both queries.
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Fig. 16 Non-overlapped CPI stall component (O = HT-off, H0 = HT-P0, H1 = HT-P1).

5.6 Performance Impact
To further understand the importance of the different processor parts on the performance of uTPC-H, we plot the non-overlapped CPI stall component in Fig. 16. This
stall component represents the non-overlapped stall cycles per instruction and does not
take into account cycle overlapping during execution, which can affect the measured
performance. Each stall component is computed by multiplying the cycles per miss
by the miss per instruction. Our results show that the major stall cycle components
are those of the L2 cache misses followed by the L1 data cache. In uSS, the DTLB
stall component is almost as large as the L1 data cache stall component and therefore,
plays a significant role. In HT, the uSS DTLB stall component is divided between both
threads thus yielding much smaller DTLB stalls per thread. A similar effect is seen
in uNJ L2 cache stalls. ITLB stalls have almost no effect while DTLB, L1 instruction
trace cache, and branch misprediction stalls have small effects. Therefore, HT uNJ
benefits from the reduction of its L2 cache stall component, while HT uSS benefits
from both L2 cache and DTLB stall components which are the major causes of speedup
in these queries.
5.7 uSS Function Analysis
To further understand the functions responsible for the performance of uSS, Fig. 17a
gives the execution time distribution of the nine most time consuming functions.
These functions are comparetup_heap, LWLockAcquire, LWLockRelease, ExecMake
FunctionResultNoSets, heapgettup, tuplesort_heap_siftup, HeapTupleSatisfiesSnapshot, slot_deform_tuple, and ExecQual. These nine functions represent 56% of the total
execution time. In addition to the functions used by uTPC-C (described in Sect. 4) the
following functions are used in uSS:
– comparetup_heap: Sort comparison function.
– LWLockRelease: Release shared lock.
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Fig. 17 Execution time of the nine most time consuming functions in uTPC-H (O-10 = HT-off 10-threads,
HT-10 = HT-on 10 threads)

– ExecMakeFunctionResultNoSets: Backend executer function that evaluates the
arguments to a function and then the function itself in no-set cases.
– heapgettup: fetch next heap tuple.
– tuplesort_heap_siftup: Used in tuple sort.
– slot_deform_tuple: Given a TupleTableSlot, extract data from the slot’s physical
tuple.
– ExecQual: Backend executer routines to evaluate qualification and targetlist expressions.
Our results show that the performance of several uSS functions is improved due
to hyperthreading including the LWLockAcquire, LwLockRelease, HeapTupleSatisfiesSnapshot and slot_deform_tuple functions. However, other functions including the
heapgettup consume more time in HT. The comparetup_heap function is the most critical function for L2 cache misses contributing 46% of all the L2 cache misses and 43%
of all the DTLB misses. This is followed by the HeapTupleSatisfiesSnapshot contributing 26% of all the L2 cache misses. Our results show that improving the HT performance of comparetup_heap (consuming 14% of the total time in HT-10) and heapgettup (consuming 8% of the total time in HT-10) are possible options of future work.
5.8 uNJ Function Analysis
To further understand the functions responsible for the performance of uNJ, Fig. 17b
gives the execution time distribution of the nine most time consuming functions.
These functions are _bt_compare, LWLockAcquire, LWLockRelease, hash_search,
PinBuffer, HeapTupleSatisfiesSnapshot, _bt_moveright, heapgettup, and FunctionCall2. These nine functions represent 46% of the total execution time. In addition to
the functions used by uTPC-C (described in Sect. 4) and uSS the following functions
are used in uNJ:
– _bt_compare: Btree compare.
– _bt_moveright: Move right in the btree.
– FunctionCall2: A function null result check.
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Our results show that the performance of most functions is improved due to
hyperthreading in uNJ including the _bt_compare, LWLockAcquire, LwLockRelease
and HeapTupleSatisfiesSnapshot functions. However, similar to uSS, the heapgettup
consumes more time in HT. In contrast to uSS, the heapgettup in uNJ only consumes
3.5% of the total time in HT-10. The _bt_compare function is the most critical function
for L2 cache misses contributing 32% of all the L2 cache misses. This is followed
by the HeapTupleSatisfiesSnapshot contributing 19% of all the L2 cache misses. Our
results show that _bt_compare and LWLockAcquire are the most time consuming
functions in uNJ and both benefit from HT.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we characterized the performance of an open-source DBMS on an Intel
Pentium 4 Hyper-Threading processor. The presented performance characterization is
based on real measurements of TPC-C equivalent and TPC-H equivalent benchmarks.
The detailed performance study focused primarily on the effect of hyperthreading on
the total execution time of the benchmarkqueries and the effect of concurrency running
multiple clients in parallel. Our results show that hyper-threading results in a performance speedup of up to 1.16 in TPC-C equivalent and up to 1.26 in TPC-H equivalent
benchmarks. This speedup is a result of a reduction in the L2 cache miss rates. At the
L1 cache level thread conflicts increase both the L1 data cache and the L1 instruction
trace cache miss rates. To the best of our knowledge no other characterization study
has analyzed DBMS on real SMT processors and only a limited amount of work has
studied various data management operations generally on SMT architectures.
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